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Original Article

Citizen Science
in News Media:
Boundary Mediation
of Public Participation
in Health Expertise

E. Carolina Mayes1

Abstract
In this article, I examine how scientific boundary work describes or represents
citizen science as credible forms of expertise. Citizen science is an ambiguous
concept, and I leverage that ambiguity to examine citizen science as a proxy
for nonprofessional or noninstitutional scientific practices more generally.
I argue that media representations of citizen science perform boundary work
through different articulations of institutional “buy-in” to the legitimacy
or credibility of citizen science. Using a discourse analysis of mainstream
news media, I trace three framings of citizen science’s relationship to institu-
tional networks, which I describe as subservient to, corrective to, and
exceeding the norms of institutional expertise. I find that the perspectives of
professional, credentialed scientists dominate public discourse concerning
citizen science and perform different adjudications of how citizen science
contributes to networks of expertise. By focusing on citizen science con-
cerning human health and medicine, I additionally show how mainstream
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framings of citizen science engage with overlapping media representations
of personal health responsibility and patient empowerment. I suggest that
representations of citizen science as a form of “missing expertise” can conflict
with portrayals of citizen science as “going too far” in the pursuit of treatments
or interventions.

Keywords
citizen science, expertise, public participation, boundary work, biomedicine

In 2019, the American Journal of Bioethics released a Special Issue on a

rising form of research in health and medical contexts: citizen science. The

accompanying editorial describes citizen science as a collection of research

models “through which nonprofessionals collaborate in the generation of

health and biomedical knowledge” (Patrick-Lake and Goldsack 2019). As

other contributions to the Special Issue demonstrate, this open-ended and

ambiguous definition of nonprofessional involvement in science is a matter

of substantial disagreement. Noninstitutional research is celebrated for its

creativity, thrift, open-access commitments, and anti-elitist ethos, charac-

teristics that are sometimes described as antidotes to bureaucratic sluggish-

ness in institutional science (Rasmussen et al. 2020; Talbot 2020).

However, deviations from established institutional structures and regulatory

processes are also condemned as undermining the authority of institutional

science (Caplan and Bateman-House 2020). The ongoing COVID-19 pan-

demic has produced a microcosm of both perspectives, as public responses

to informational or resource gaps are recurrently praised and criticized for

highlighting the shortcomings of scientific institutions (Erikainen and Stew-

art 2020). Emerging diagnostic profiles like “Long COVID” are presented

as case studies of how individual experiences can inform institutional

knowledge (Callard and Perego 2021; Mahr and Strasser 2021), but do-it-

yourself (DIY) efforts to develop vaccines are described as “rogue” initiatives

endangering their participants and public trust in regulatory institutions

(Caplan and Bateman-House 2020).

The conversations that have emerged out of the pandemic are not new

concerns, but continuations of the dialogue contained in the American

Journal of Bioethics’ Special Issue: how should institutional structures

contend with noninstitutional actors and practices participating in the con-

struction of scientific knowledge? In this article, I pursue this question

beyond the paywalled environment of academic discourse to ask how
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noninstitutional practices captured by the umbrella term “citizen science”

are represented in mainstream news media. I argue that media representa-

tions of citizen science demonstrate different forms of institutional bound-

ary work and that professional, credentialed scientists participate in these

representations as adjudicators of citizen science credibility. Specifically, I

identify and describe three framings of citizen science’s relationship to

professional or institutional science: first, as forms of participatory labor

subservient to expert institutions; second, as expansionary practices correct-

ing flaws within institutional structures; and finally, as potentially indepen-

dent and unregulated practices divorced from institutional standards and

norms. These framings both reveal how citizen science and other allegories

of noninstitutional or nonprofessional science are publicly portrayed as

sources of expertise and also demonstrate that their expert status is not

predetermined or fixed.

Citizen Science and Networks of Expertise

Boundary work analyses have typically addressed how experts negotiate

and demarcate “real” or legitimate science from illegitimate forms of

knowledge or practice (Gieryn 1999). The very concept of “citizen science”

is itself a product of boundary work, demarcating citizen science as distinct

from “science” proper. Crucially, however, whether citizen science is dis-

connected from, or part of, institutional scientific networks is both context-

dependent and contested. There is no agreed upon definition of citizen

science or what forms of public participation it consists of; the label is

commonly associated with top-down, institutionally led research programs

(Kelty and Panofsky 2014; Strasser et al. 2019; Mahr and Dickel 2019;

Mahr and Strasser 2021) as well as anti-institutional, “outlaw” (Kelty

2010) practices like biohacking (McGowan et al 2017; Giordano 2018).

Some participants in citizen science initiatives explicitly call out the bound-

ary work contained in the label “citizen science” and regard the term as

conveying a lesser status than institutional science (Trejo et al. 2021).

Complicating matters further, citizen science also does not exclusively refer

to practices undertaken by amateur or noninstitutional actors. As Giordano

(2018) has argued, some DIY bio initiatives identify themselves as “proper

publics” for deinstitutionalized practices precisely because they possess

institutional affiliations and professional skills. While Giordano suggests

that perhaps democratic science movements present a false choice between

institutional and deinstitutionalized science, the institutional affiliations

of some citizen science practitioners can also become grounds for
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interprofessional criticism. The DIY vaccine project mentioned above,

RaDVaC, received significant attention in part because its organizers were

biomedical professionals deliberately skirting regulatory review in favor of

self-experimentation (Regalado 2020).

Because the label “citizen science” does not have consistent meaning

and in fact may even obscure highly dichotomous epistemic practices and

changes in institutional knowledge structures (Strasser et al. 2019), repre-

sentations of citizen science simultaneously mediate different affordances

of credibility and legitimacy. Representations are also sites of active bound-

ary negotiation (Erikainen and Stewart 2020), where different stakeholders

in citizen science—including professional scientists—can claim authority

and jurisdiction over what citizen science is or should be, whether or when

it is credible, and how it should be understood in terms of expertise. I argue

that media representations of citizen science demonstrate institutional

boundary work and that different forms of institutional buy-in to the legiti-

macy or credibility of citizen science perform different ideas of how citizen

science contributes to networks of expertise (Eyal 2013).

Within STS scholarship, absolute distinctions between experts and non-

experts have been repeatedly deconstructed. Different forms of expertise,

such as lay expertise (Epstein 1995), lay or local knowledge (Wynne 1992;

Callon 1999), and contributory versus interactional expertise (Collins and

Evans 2002), demonstrate that expertise and expert credentials are not

reducible. Eyal (2013) particularly argues that expertise and experts must

be analytically separated in order to account for how expertise is actually

coproduced within the context of a knowledge network. Eyal argues that

expertise is not a property of individuals with expert status but of the

network itself; actors who lack credentialed or professional status may

nonetheless perform crucial roles within the network. Networks that incor-

porate amateur or noninstitutional actors can reinforce their authority

because the overall jurisdiction of expertise gains rather than refuses col-

laborators. Credentialed experts may therefore lose professional autonomy

or monopolies on knowledge, as with the medical profession today (Tim-

mermans and Oh 2010), but expertise itself retains or transforms authority

through the network’s extensiveness.

However, Eyal’s conceptualization understates the extent to which buy-

in from credentialed experts enables the expansion of institutional knowl-

edge networks to include nonprofessional or noninstitutional practices and

sources. In Eyal’s (2010) discussion, although key figures among the autism

parents were themselves professionals in psychology and psychiatry, they

remained fairly isolated until coming into contact with Ivar Lovaas, an
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institutionally affiliated behavioral psychologist. The exchange of informa-

tion that took place following this contact involved the network of parents

morphing into an “army of paraprofessionals” trained in and employing

“behaviorist tools” (Eyal 2013, 886). Similarly, in Epstein’s (1995) analysis

of AIDS activism, activists came to pursue scientific credibility explicitly,

learning biomedical language and demonstrating their familiarity with bio-

medical explanations as a means of “getting in the door” of scientific

institutions. Their success in transforming the norms and standards of clin-

ical trials makes clear their acquiescence to others; namely, the

“methodological common ground” that could combine heterogenous and

“impure” research subjects with strict trial protocols (Epstein, 1995, 424).

Networks of expertise are built and negotiated through the interactions of

different actors and their unequally recognized knowledge backgrounds

(Buchanan 2017), where the authority of institutional science still holds

considerable power to accept, modify, or reject other contributions. This

is not to say that expertise only exists in the context of institutionally

grounded or affiliated networks, but that mainstream representations of

expertise will often employ credentialed and institutional perspectives to

make credibility claims. Therefore, I examine how ascertainment of non-

professional or noninstitutional credibility reflects different formations of

buy-in from credentialed professionals and institutional structures or expan-

sionary boundary work (Gieryn 1999).

Popular news media presents a space for exploring how this buy-in

produces different conceptualizations of nonprofessional or noninstitutional

status within a knowledge network via boundary work negotiations. There

is no inherent role or status that citizen science practices must take, and like

the AIDS activism studied by Epstein, practices that emerge as “rogue” or

as direct challenges to institutional structures can become incorporated

within those same structures through network expansion. Rather than tra-

cing the pathways of a particular network that has incorporated citizen

science, then, I use media discourse to assess how citizen science broadly

is represented as different forms of and in different relationships to exper-

tise, demonstrating alternative modes of institutional buy-in and how dis-

tance is created between practices characterized as illegitimate. While

media discourse is not exclusively the domain of credentialed perspectives,

it is an empirical and contextual question how stakeholders assert voice and

authority in popular forums, particularly on matters of scientific disagree-

ment. Science journalism participates in constructing and disseminating

norms about science (Nelkin 1995; Lee 2015; Briggs and Hallin 2016)

and often mobilizes input from recognized or credentialed experts
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(Bucchi 1996; Gieryn 1999; Erikainen and Stewart 2020). As this study

helps demonstrate, media coverage can both initiate credibility contests by

drawing attention to an issue and directly construct representations of cred-

ibility by extending voice to specific commentators and not others.

Science journalism is also not unidirectional flow of information, and

although media representations may privilege the perspective of some

actors and sources over others, they also participate in “calling up” their

audience as subjects within the discourse (Horst 2007; Briggs and Hallin

2007). In the case of citizen science, and specifically health and medical

citizen science, media discourse both performs boundary work concerning

noninstitutional contributions to knowledge networks and suggests roles,

responsibilities, and expectations regarding individual engagement with

research and individual management of personal health. In the current era

of digital health technologies and mobile or “mhealth” research programs,

which includes a number of self-described citizen science projects, partic-

ipation in research is becoming associated with patient responsibilities

(Erikainen et al. 2019). Popular representations of health behaviors, notably

“informed” or “engaged” patient roles, encourage individuals to surveil

their bodies and act on new information (Lupton 2012) and to advocate for

their own experiences and perspectives (Timmermans 2020). Rhetoric of

individual empowerment sits in contrast, however, to skepticism that non-

professional actors truly possess the expertise to engage in independent

health management (Ward et al. 2010). A critique of the RaDVaC project,

for example, suggests that professionals engaging in nontraditional research

programs “can sometimes suffer from a curse of knowledge” and fail to

consider that nonprofessionals may lack the “technical know-how” to safely

pursue interventions on their own (Guerrini et al. 2020, 1572).

By following discourse concerning specifically health and medical citi-

zen science research, then, I pursue how representations of citizen science

credibility circulate alongside and contend with representations of personal

health responsibility and expertise. The three framings I describe indicate

different ways that boundary work distributes citizen science into networks

of expertise, which I argue provides evidence of how institutional networks

afford credibility to noninstitutional actors and practices. First, in the sub-

servient framing, citizen science contributions are portrayed as akin to a

source of bonus labor power for scientists, which also constrains the exper-

tise of participants to a form of information processing. Second, in the

corrective framing, citizen science is represented as remedying broken or

malfunctioning structures within institutional science. Here, noninstitu-

tional collaboration is sometimes directly described as revitalizing
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expertise, and expert status is extended, at least nominally, to nonprofes-

sional collaborators. However, third and finally, citizen science that is

characterized as independent or deviating from the standards of norms of

institutional science is questioned as legitimate or credible. Citizen science

becomes capable of going too far in its differentiation from institutional

science, such that practices may be qualified or defended, depicted as

inappropriate, or rejected as scientifically invalid. These framings are

not mutually exclusive and occasionally do overlap within articles and

should not be taken as depictions of static formations. Rather, they reflect

the dynamic and contextual nature of boundary work, and by extension,

the multiple possible mediations of citizen science within a network of

expertise.

Methods and Data

This study takes a discourse analysis approach to the framings of citizen

science projects in public media using a corpus of fifty-one news and

magazine articles from US-based publications. The articles were down-

loaded from the database NexusUni in June of 2019, using a key word

search to find articles containing the exact phrase “citizen science” and the

prefixes “medic*” and “bio*.” These key words were chosen to identify

articles that specifically described a research project as citizen science

while restricting the search to articles that referenced medical or biological

research or applications. Initial filtering was done using NexusUni’s own

filtering tools for publication location, language, and publication source.

Press releases and trade publications were excluded from the sampling

frame in order to restrict the sample to sources that represented a broad

and generally public audience. No restrictions on date of publication was

employed and the final sample included articles published between 2010

and 2019.1

The key word search produced an initial result of 854 articles, which

were subsequently manually read and filtered to determine whether the

subject matter discussed or referenced a citizen science project or projects

primarily concerned with producing medical or biological knowledge about

human health. This filtering yielded the final count of fifty-one articles.

Inclusion was determined by the specifics of the project as described in each

article: a water-monitoring project described exclusively in terms of habitat

conservation would be excluded, while a water-monitoring project that

addressed human consumption would be retained. The final fifty-one arti-

cles were spread across thirty-seven total publications, some with a national
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audience (e.g., The New York Times), some with a local audience (e.g., The

San Diego Union Tribune), and some with a national reach but more

subject-focused scope (e.g., Business Insider).

The fifty-one articles were coded and analyzed using Atlas.ti software.

Ten articles were not substantively concerned with either citizen science or

specific projects and only made relatively brief mentions of a project or an

aspect of citizen science research. In these cases, the entire article was not

coded, and the discourse analysis was restricted to the contexts that dis-

cussed citizen science. Following Timmermans and Tavory’s argument for

abductive analysis and their suggestion to be an “informed theoretical

agnostic,” a codebook was not prepared prior to analysis nor was the data

approached from an inductively pure clean slate (Timmermans and Tavory

2012). Instead, I generated codes by pursuing an initial coding structure

oriented to how the nature or substance of citizen science was described and

then building out a more specific secondary codebook to track particular

forms and subjects of critique or positive description. By iteratively return-

ing to the data, I revised my initial coding structure into three broad

framings of the relationship of citizen science to institutional science, dis-

cussed below.

Additionally, I developed codes to identify whose voices were present in

each article, how often an individual was quoted, and how each article

identified quoted speakers according to their involvement in a citizen sci-

ence project and any noted academic or other professional background.

These speakers were categorized according to their described backgrounds

and condensed into the broad framework of professional scientists (includ-

ing industry and/or academic-affiliations), other professionals who were

described as having a degree or occupation outside of science, technology,

or medicine adult participants in a citizen science project who did not have a

noted background in a scientific field, and students of any field (Table 1). I

was thereby able to keep track of who was enabled to speak on the subject of

citizen science and compare the frequency of explicitly professional scien-

tific voices to those of other individuals with different and unclear profes-

sional statuses. Although the representation of speakers in these articles

cannot conclusively demonstrate how citizen science is conceptualized in

news media, it does indicate how citizen science is positioned in relation to

institutional, professional science. As Table 1 shows, I find that professional

scientific voices dominate the news media discourse about citizen science.

Lay or nonprofessional actors are quoted much more rarely, and in this data

set, never exclusively; nonprofessional voices were never the sole perspec-

tive referenced in an article.
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Discursive Boundary Work in Citizen Science
News Media

Citizen Subservience

I describe this first frame as “subservience” to capture both the roles allo-

cated to nonprofessionals and the broader relationship of citizen science

projects to scientific institutions. In this framing, citizen science is sub-

sumed within the jurisdiction of professional science, and the participatory

relationship is structured like a resource for scientists to tap into, with the

agency of participants dictated by the specific needs of scientists in charge

of the research. The unique features of citizen science in this regard are

predominantly professional access to an expanded, and typically volunteer,

labor force. For example, citizen scientists might employ their critical read-

ing skills in the task of identifying what findings in recent biomedical

publications might be useful to professional researchers:

Four scientists at The Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla are seeking the

public’s help to find cures for rare diseases. They’re not looking for money,

but something even more precious to scientists backlogged with work—

your time. A team led by Andrew Su is recruiting volunteers to serve as

“citizen scientists” who would spot useful information in the ever-growing

mountain of biomedical research. His team can’t keep up on its own. (Fikes

2015)

The subservient framing is therefore not dismissive of the capacity of

citizen science to contribute to knowledge processes. Instead, it is highly

constrained. Citizen science is more like a means to an end, where the

decisions about the ends and the means were previously determined and

implemented by professional actors. Unlike classical models of public

participation in science, which have defined a spectrum of interaction

Table 1. Quoted Speakers.

Speaker
Total Number

of Articles
Number of Articles

Only Speaker
Total Number

of Quotes

Professional scientist 34 15 107
Other professional 13 3 24
Adult participant 9 0 22
Student 7 1 15
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spanning separation, debate, and coproduction (Callon 1999), the subservi-

ent framing invites collaboration but not necessarily conversation. Nonpro-

fessionals are not excluded from the world of scientific practice but nor are

they advising research programs or participating as equal contributors at the

table. Rather, citizen science in this frame is incorporated into institutional

science almost like a labor-saving device, making it possible for profes-

sionals to gather data or conduct analyses at a scale that is otherwise impos-

sible to replicate.

The subservient frame therefore also poses an interesting contrast to the

network of expertise model proposed by Eyal. Like the networks of autism

parents, citizen science projects often make use of outsourced labor, includ-

ing in some cases personal health data self-reported by participants and

participants’ contributions are recognized as expanding the knowledge base

in a materially significant way. What I describe as subservient citizen

science is not indicative of professional devaluation of nonprofessional

contributions, but of a relationship grounded in the premise that citizen

science offers institutional science something that it does not already have.

This relationship was at times made explicit in the texts, such as in this

comment describing a water-monitoring project:

This is not window dressing. Folks are collecting real scientific data, and

doing something that would be pretty impossible otherwise, Skelly said.

A handful of scientists cannot do it on their own. You need an army. (Ruth

2011)

This framing does, however, situate citizen science within a quantita-

tive rather than qualitative shift to the practice of science. While citizen

scientists may contribute new data to a knowledge network, in the sub-

servient framing, those contributions do not necessarily extend to new

ideas. Citizen science contributions are additive rather than dynamic and

interactive; they are fitted to predetermined purposes that noninstitutional

participants are then invited to complete. These contributions follow

invited pathways that reaffirm, rather than reconceptualize, a hierarchy

of knowledge and authority between institutional experts and the public

(Mahr and Dickel 2019).

Many previous analyses of citizen science projects have criticized initia-

tives that recruit members of the public for their time and labor power,

without offering opportunities to contribute more meaningfully to research

design or analysis (Del Salvio et al. 2016; Fiske et al. 2019; Keune 2019). In

the subservient framing of citizen science, however, these critiques were
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inverted, and citizen science was denied the status of expertise because it

was limited to labor:

As disciplines become increasingly complex and require ever more specific

knowledge, citizen scientists will be contributing mostly labor to the fight—

but not necessarily insight. You can call yourself a scientist and spend your

weekend tagging chromosome data, but someone else’s name will go on the

final paper. (Tucker 2013)

Here, the work completed by citizen scientists is juxtaposed to “insight,”

with the increasing specialization of scientific fields portrayed as a key

intervening factor separating the labor of public participants from the

knowledge outcomes of research. This contrast between labor and knowl-

edge devolves specifically on the implied substance of expertise, which

noninstitutional collaborators are presumed to not have—scientific knowl-

edge is imagined to be so increasingly esoteric as to exclude nonprofes-

sionals from “insightful” opportunities.

A particularly interesting example of how the knowledge/labor separation

manifests in the subservient framing came from multiple discussions of the

online protein folding game Foldit within the data set. Foldit has been her-

alded in the citizen science literature for its combined use of crowdsourcing

and gamification (Curtis 2015), a combination that allowed thousands of

“players” to create collaborative protein structure models and in at least one

instance produces a protein crystal structure solution (Khatib et al. 2011). In

the discussions of Foldit that I encountered in the data set, the contributions of

its participants were by no means downplayed, but they were characterized in

computational terms. The labor contributed by Foldit’s players was presented

as an extension of computer processing power and algorithmic capabilities,

described in one piece as “supplemental human brain power” (Wright 2010).

Foldit’s participatory model was in fact celebrated for incorporating human

cognitive capacity to fulfill functions that algorithms could not perform well,

such as in this opinion piece concerning crowdsourced citizen science:

There are many tasks that are beyond the grasp of even today’s computers,

particularly those which involve interpreting complex images . . . . The Inter-

net, it turns out, is a brilliant way to feed those problems into an array of the

planet’s true supercomputers—human brains. (Cook 2011)

The characterizations of labor in these descriptions, I argue, position the

contributions of nonprofessionals within an implicitly subjugated role.
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Subservient framings of citizen science recognize the power of an extended

knowledge network and encourage its creation, but in a manner that enrolls

nonprofessional contributors into research structures dictated by an existing

institutional network. Even though lay participants here are often directly

acknowledged as providing something that enclosed, institutional processes

of research cannot fulfill on their own, they are also portrayed as performing

limited and institutionally dependent tasks. The subservient framing appro-

priates public participation as a service, conceptualizing it within an insti-

tutionally oriented structure that the contributions of nonprofessionals do

not normatively challenge.

Corrective Citizen Science

The framing I am characterizing as “corrective” is in many ways a descen-

dent of the participatory turn in scientific governance (Jasanoff 2003) and

criticisms of the deficit model in public understandings of science (McNeil

2013). Here, public participation is given value because it incorporates the

ideas and perspectives of nonprofessionals, enabling research to be less

exclusionary and detached from its context. I describe this framing as

corrective because unlike the subservient framing, public participation was

not portrayed as yielding additive effects to an existing process, such as

increased time, cognitive energy, or labor. Instead, nonprofessional per-

spectives and ideas were emphasized as bringing needed changes to insti-

tutional science, expanding not just the number of actors contributing to a

knowledge network but potentially the substance of the network itself.

Corrective framings of citizen science problematized the knowledge

network of science as being too limited, shortchanging both the products

of research and the society that would ostensibly benefit from them. In other

words, corrective discourse criticized exclusively professional networks for

constraining the quality and utility of the knowledge they produced or for

gatekeeping the tools that would allow nonprofessionals to conduct

research themselves. In one article discussing the DIY biology movement,

for example, “democratized” biology being conducted in the “real world”

posed a contrast to the “out of reach” world of university science and

biotechnology (Krieger 2010). Several similar articles referenced the pro-

hibitive cost of biotech equipment in particular and presented community

biology labs, open-source technology, and home laboratories made of sca-

venged material as ways to free research from the confines of expensive and

exclusive institutions. An editorial by Ellen Jorgensen, founder of the com-

munity biology lab Genspace, appealed directly to the capacity of public-
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driven research to empower lay understandings and repair harms perpetu-

ated by unjust research in the past:

Empowerment through hands-on knowledge is particularly important for

those—such as women and African-Americans—who have not been served

well by genetics discussions in the past. Public forums where scientists

attempt to educate from a position of more knowledge can sometimes create

hostility and an us versus them dynamic, whereas participatory science does

not. (Jorgensen 2016)

But corrective citizen science framings also called out institutional sci-

entific structures for actually overlooking expertise by not engaging with

the public. A major distinction between the corrective frame and the sub-

servient frame concerned the content of the research projects: initiatives

that did not make use of personal health information tended to segregate

nonprofessional contributions into labor without insight. Initiatives that did

utilize participants’ health information, however, or encouraged participa-

tion on the grounds of personal or community health concerns, often expli-

citly cited nonprofessional perspectives as missing, essential components of

health and biomedical knowledge. For example, one article described a

researcher’s shift in perspective about patient engagement, from something

that would primarily benefit an individual’s personal health to something

that could actually expand medical knowledge:

Until a few years ago, he said, he saw efforts to share patient data as mainly a

step to get people more engaged in their own health, but not something that

could improve medical research. Today, Dr. Friend said, his perspective is

very different. “The patient, doctor and researcher—each is a different kind

of expert,” he said. The promise, Dr. Friend said, is to “democratize medical

discovery.” (Lohr 2015)

Like the DIY biology movement and community biology labs dis-

cussed above, here a reference is made to the “democratization” of

research by extending the environment of knowledge production to

include nonprofessionals. Distinctively, democratization is also linked

to an expanded sphere of expertise; nonprofessionals are needed compo-

nents of a knowledge network not only to repair or reinforce lay under-

standings of science but also to contribute information that professionals

cannot obtain on their own. Situating the patient as another kind of expert

implicitly draws upon the idea that patients are the most knowledgeable
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actors concerning their own health; they are “informed” because they have

the capacity and the responsibility to generate personal health expertise.

Whereas in the subservient frame, public participation quantitatively

expanded the capacity for knowledge generation, in the corrective fram-

ing, public participation qualitatively changed the knowledge inputs

themselves. Nonprofessionals were characterized even as “missing

experts” (Carlson 2016).

As I discuss in greater detail below, however, patient expertise may not

always be recognized as legitimate, or only considered valuable and accep-

table under certain conditions. In one article, for example, patient expertise

was linked to wearable devices and other forms of biometric data genera-

tion, indicating that the patient-as-expert may trend closer to patient report-

ing of biomedically standardized information (Fox et al. 2005; Mahr and

Strasser 2021). Moreover, the broader context of these discussions in the

framework of corrective citizen science additionally positions the patient

expert as a role that patients should perform and that institutional research

structures should actively encourage. The corrective framing may therefore

resemble an inversion of citizen science into civic duty, wherein public

participation in research becomes akin to a public and personal health

imperative (Wooley et al. 2016).

The corrective framing of citizen science thus performs boundary

work differently, by situating institutional science less as a structure that

public participation can supplement than as a flawed system of knowledge

production that it can revitalize or transform. Specific aspects of tradi-

tional research processes, such as cost, profit motives, insularity, and

expert detachment from “real world” problems, were presented as impair-

ments to knowledge that public participation could help alleviate. In situ-

ating citizen science as corrective to institutional science, public

participation is presented simultaneously as a normative challenge and

a solution; participatory frameworks highlight the specific flaws of

closed-off, elitist and “broken” science, while also situating public par-

ticipation as a remedy. Citizen science is represented as a desirable, even

necessary, expansion to institutional networks, enhancing the network’s

expert authority because it diversifies the sources of expertise. The cor-

rective framing of citizen science does not, however, imbue citizen sci-

ence or nonprofessional contributors with the authority to fundamentally

redefine what “counts” as scientific expertise. In other words, and as I

show below, noninstitutional practices were recurrently evaluated against

institutional norms.
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Normativity and Autonomy: Crossing Boundaries

While the previous framings of citizen science performed primarily expan-

sionary boundary work, adding nonprofessional actors and nonprofessional

knowledge to the network of science, in this section, I turn to how these

discussions also negotiated limits to the legitimacy of public participation. I

found the central factor demarcating acceptable from unacceptable forms of

nonprofessional involvement to be perceived “epistemic deviations” (Mahr

and Dickel 2019) from institutional science. Moments of potential deviation

were particularly heightened when nonprofessionals possessed, or were

perceived to possess, autonomy over their activities without professional

checks. For example, in the same article that included the declaration that

patients were the “missing experts” in biomedicine, described above, citi-

zen science was also portrayed as inviting potential perils if lay individuals

strayed from institutional paradigms:

It is truly inspiring to see what patients can do for themselves, and for others.

That is the promise of citizen science. But there are also perils,” said King-

shuk Sinha, a professor at the U’s Carlson School of Management. Sinha

cited the example of Japan’s “patent king” Yoshiro Nakamatsu, known as

Dr. NakaMats in the press, who has raised concerns among researchers

worldwide with the announcement that Nakamatsu plans to self-treat his

cancer without radiation, using foods and teas said to boost cancer immunity,

among other nontraditional remedies. But Sinha noted that citizen-driven

science doesn’t have to be seen as an alternative to traditional science. “It’s

not an either/or,” he said. (Carlson 2016)

The contrast within this article presents two different faces of citizen

science: one in which lay contributors are a necessary component to the

future of biomedicine and another in which patients who pursue their own

research or treatment programs pose a danger to themselves. Here, the

possibility that nonscientists will conduct research independently from

institutional norms may disqualify this work from being recognized by

scientific professionals as research and positions these activities as both

suspect and categorically separated from traditional science. Even though

Yoshiro Nakamatsu has a form of professional status in the form of a

doctorate, he is very distinctively treated here as outside of, if not outright

disobeying, professional scientific norms. Indeed, his own professional

status seems to increase the suspect nature of his work, in the insinuation

that his relatively high profile could propel citizen science as a serious

alternative to traditional expertise.
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The example of Dr. Nakamatsu, whose cancer self-treatment program

has included a blend of his own inventions and herbal remedies (Jozuka

2016), further links the risks of citizen science to a broader thread of anxiety

concerning self-experimentation. The fear that lay participants may take

research into their own hands and bodies recurrently emerged in discussions

of personal health research, but particularly when the research structure

allowed some degree of autonomy in participant activities or an absence

of oversight. One strand of this form of boundary work was directed at the

DIY biology movement specifically, through repeated juxtapositions of

DIY activities to dangerous, unregulated, or even intentionally harmful

forms of research, such as bioterrorism. In one discussion of the community

biology lab Genspace and other DIY communities, this pushback was pre-

sented as almost an inherent threat of deinstitutionalizing science, requiring

the founders of these spaces to institute preventive measures:

The idea of amateurs doing their own biology has raised fears about both

deliberate bioterrorism and the unintentional creation of a deadly disease. But

making a new and virulent pathogen is far from easy, and the DIYbio com-

munity has adopted a set of safety standards to minimize such risks. “Within a

very narrow scope, it’s possible that somebody could cause harm,” Mr. Gar-

vey said. “But they could only cause a disease to emerge if they were working

with disease.” Genspace has a strict policy against working with anything that

can infect humans, and it has established a safety review board of experts

from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the United States Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services and other institutions to approve pro-

posals for new experiments. (King 2012)

Articles concerning DIY biology programs and community biology labs

were particularly heightened spaces of boundary work concerning partici-

pant or nonprofessional autonomy. In the example above, the language of

amateurs calls attention to the lack of specialized training that participants

in these programs are assumed to have, while also alluding to the possibility

that nonprofessionals may have ulterior or harmful motives in pursuing

scientific research. The community lab referenced, Genspace, had therefore

adopted precautionary measures that foreclosed any opportunity of nonpro-

fessional malfeasance by simply ensuring that “amateurs” were only given

access to tools that the professionals leading Genspace had precleared.

Boundary work pertaining to DIY biology and similar movements also

reflects how negotiations about nonprofessional contributions to science

take place at the interprofessional level. DIY biology initiatives including
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Genspace are often, if not typically, led or organized by individuals with

professional scientific training or institutional affiliations, and their claims

to represent a participatory ethos are carefully constructed (Kelty 2010;

McGowan et al. 2017; Giordano 2018). How such professionals design or

conceptualize participatory science indicates how they themselves adjudi-

cate the validity of specific forms of nonprofessional research activity, but

their articulations of participatory science also reveal boundary work con-

cerning their own relationship to institutional norms. In other words, this

boundary work can demonstrate the circumstances in which different forms

or sources of knowledge are or are not recognized as expertise, including

when professionals receive pushback on their own attempts to extend the

scientific network. Thus, in the example above, DIY citizen science is

constrained by an assertion that certain forms of research are too dangerous

to be made open to nonprofessional interventions, and in the same editorial

described in the previous section, the founder of Genspace responds to and

defends the decision to allow participants in the lab to experiment with the

DNA-editing technology CRISPR:

I take heart in the fact that, while conventional gene therapy is growing as a

medical practice, people do not attempt it in the comfort of their own homes.

I don’t think the availability of CRISPR will change this . . . . Just because

it could potentially be put to work for “edgier” purposes does not mean

that citizen-scientists should be prevented from using it. (Jorgensen 2016)

Like in the discussion of Yoshiro Nakamatsu, the issue of self-

experimentation is raised as a potential consequence of allowing nonpro-

fessionals too much autonomy in their engagement with science. But while

Dr. Nakamatsu was singled out as an example of a nonscientist operating

outside the norms of traditional science, here, a scientific professional is

responding to perceived deviation from their own professional community.

Although the Genspace editorial did include corrective elements, as

described above, these elements are part of a larger context of responding

to critiques of the tools Genspace allows its participants to access. In other

words, the appeal to participant empowerment through hands-on experience

of science is embedded in an environment of skepticism about what tech-

nologies participants will be enabled to get their hands on, and specifically,

whether this access by nonprofessionals is safe.

The implication here is that a degree of gatekeeping is not always

problematic, and when the opportunity to perform or undertake a health

intervention emerges, it is in fact warranted. Anxieties concerning self-
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intervention allude to the possibility that nonprofessionals will “go too far”

and potentially appropriate biotechnologies for personal interventions that

may cause harm to themselves or others. These sorts of fears did not only

concern biotechnologies like CRISPR but also extended to crowdsourcing

projects that return personal information to participants in exchange for

samples and financial support. In these instances of boundary work, non-

institutional involvement was envisioned as a balancing act between antic-

ipation of the products of research (Adams et al. 2009) and managed

expectations about the current state of research development (Gardner

et al 2015). Such refusals to grant participants autonomy over the products

of their research participation counter, and sometimes directly acknowl-

edge, the invitation to informed, engaged patients to actively appropriate

health knowledge.

In an interview with one of the research leads of the microbiome project

American Gut, for example, readers were cautioned to not get carried away:

Individual bug maps are not (yet) medically critical information. The science

that might someday tell an individual what microbes to take, and which ones to

avoid, is in its infancy. Still, American Gut researchers aren’t the only people

thinking about microbes. In fact, many people increasingly are interested in

what’s inside them, and some are venturing into risky, do-it-yourself tech-

niques to get answers . . . . “As much as I’m excited about this field, and I love

it when others are excited too, I find it important to continue to urge caution,”

McDonald said. “I encourage people to be careful. This is a new area

of research (and) there are a lot of questions we’re working on answering . . . .

I don’t want to see people get harmed. (Williams 2018)

While the corrective framing situated patients as “missing experts” in

research processes, here a project that intentionally returned personal infor-

mation to participants nonetheless discouraged them from deploying that

information to intervene on or manage their health. The research itself was

downplayed as too new to be medically utilized, “in its infancy,” and

therefore, off limits as a form of health information that participants could

translate into health changes. Simultaneously, however, the eventual sig-

nificance of this research for personal health was still maintained, indicating

that participation in microbiome studies is still warranted and worthwhile

for health-conscious individuals to pursue. In one sense, this contradiction

reveals the overlapping, “hybrid” nature of biomedicine (Keating and

Cambrosio 2006), wherein the boundaries between research and clinical

interventions become fluid. But these forms of boundary work also suggest
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professional discomfort with nonprofessional autonomy over the process

and products of science, and an unwillingness to recognize knowledge or

activities as legitimate that do not conform to the norms of institutional

scientific networks.

This contradiction was perhaps most vividly apparent in a first-person

account also covering American Gut. Here, the author featured multiple

quotes from researchers who hesitated or refused to suggest steps that

individuals could take to intervene in their microbial health, yet who none-

theless acknowledged undertaking interventions themselves:

When I asked Gordon about do-it-yourself microbiome management, he said

he looked forward to a day “when people can cultivate this wonderful garden

that is so influential in our health and well-being”—but that day awaits a lot

more science. So he declined to offer any gardening tips or dietary advice.

“We have to manage expectations,” he said. Alas, I am impatient. So I gave

up asking scientists for recommendations and began asking them instead

how, in light of what they’ve learned about the microbiome, they have chan-

ged their own diets and lifestyles. Most of them have made changes. (Pollan

2013)

The paradoxical narrative of this piece, that of a lay participant in a

citizen science project who desired to partake in personal interventions yet

was confronted by professional gatekeeping of such activities, emphasizes

the demarcation between professional expertise and public enthusiasm.

Like the example of Genspace, this boundary work reflects intraprofes-

sional scrutiny, such that professionals who are extending access to tools

with interventional capacities may feel obliged to defend the extension or

demonstrate that precautionary gatekeeping is in place. The author’s direct

interest in interventional activities is met by clear acknowledgment of the

public audience and space of communication; professionals must “manage

expectations” lest potential participants express similar desires to self-

experiment. Strikingly, although the applications of microbiome research

are stated to require “more science,” the limitations of this knowledge are

circumscribed for the audience, but not the researchers. Boundary work

concerning self-interventions and self-experimentation demonstrates anxi-

eties that nonprofessionals may jeopardize their health if they are not con-

strained in their activities and additionally suggests doubts among

professionals that members of the public can be trusted with certain

information or technologies without professional direction. By situating

self-interventions as risky behaviors that might go “too far,” professionals
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are negotiating boundaries between encouraged participation in research

and discouraged appropriation of research that are nonetheless differently

applied to themselves. Nonprofessionals are invited to participate on the

grounds that they have something new and unique to offer science, includ-

ing expertise of their own, but their autonomy is circumscribed by profes-

sional adjudications of what activities are “safe” for nonprofessionals.

Conclusion

News media discourse concerning citizen science demonstrates different

professional assessments of how public participation fits within, alongside,

or against institutional science. Boundary work by professionals identifies

different forms of noninstitutional practices as legitimate, but it also sug-

gests when and why the particular status of “expertise” is used to describe

these practices. This boundary work is not constitutive of what is or is not

“really” expertise, but it does show how professionals actively appraise and

negotiate the contributions of nonprofessionals as potential nodes in knowl-

edge networks. By naming patients as “missing experts” in health and

medical research, institutional actors signal their recognition of limitations

to an institutionally exclusive knowledge network and suggest that the

sources of expertise should expand. However, as the subservient and nor-

mative framings indicate, citizen science may also be articulated through

the boundaries of institutional science as a quantitative extension of the

network’s laboror an overextension of the network’s norms.

Importantly, the discourse analyzed here takes place in a sphere of

communication that is both deployed by professionals seeking to present

their point of view and employed by mediating actors to mobilize credibility

questions. The fact that noninstitutional voices were extremely underrepre-

sented in this data set is itself a demonstration of how mainstream science

communication mediates credibility through institutional perspectives. A

large number of citizen science projects are indeed led by institutionally

affiliated and credentialed professionals, which is not to say that their

perspectives on citizen science are necessarily deferential to institutional

norms. But the apparent overrepresentation of professional perspectives is

also a reflection of the underlying tension between citizen and institutional

science, which is fundamentally about how the authority of expertise is

preserved. In the context of popular media, we are able to see how citizen

science-as-expertise comes in and out of view when it is portrayed as

lending authority to a network versus when it is problematized as dangerous

to that authority. Thus, even perspectives that are broadly in favor of
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increased noninstitutional access to scientific tools and material, such as

those from the creators of Genspace, are directed to respond to hypotheti-

cals about risk and misuse if noninstitutional actions are not checked.

The stakes of nontraditional or noninstitutional research now exist in a

landscape radically refigured by the ongoing pandemic. “Subversive”

(McGowan et al. 2017) and “outlaw” (Kelty 2010) research programs are

now colored as much by concerns over disintegrating public trust in science

as by ideals of individual empowerment or entrepreneurial disruption. Indi-

viduals can be at once at risk of doing too much, at risk of not doing enough,

or caught between admonitions to abide by the recommendations of scien-

tific institutions even when those same institutions are perceived as not

meeting public needs (Erikainen and Stewart 2020). At the same time,

institutions facing a “credibility gap” (Epstein 1995, 411) may fear that the

wrong kinds of expansion could destabilize the whole network; if self-

experimentation for vaccines is acceptable, how might collective standards

of knowledge validation be impacted? I emphasize these tensions not to

suggest that research should not follow some degree of norms but to call

attention to how the real complexity of knowledge networks requires

ongoing negotiation between institutional and noninstitutional practices.

Acknowledging boundary work can make the stakeholders and the stakes

involved in constructing expertise more visible and potentially enable more

generous communication across networks.
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Note

1. Although I found no temporal patterns to the three framings, there were more

articles published in 2016 (11) than any other year. Many of these articles

responded to or referenced events of 2016; namely, the Flint, Michigan water

crisis, which was declared a state of emergency in January of that year (Associ-

ated Press 2021) and the 2016 presidential election.
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